Intelligence-led advantage

Our real-time knowledge of the threat landscape and how organizations are combating cyber attacks ensures that FireEye products and services directly address today’s threat actors and the techniques they employ.

INNOVATE

Combining innovative technology with frontline expertise, FireEye protects and defends like no one else can.

700+
Frontline/intelligence experts

65
countries and speaking 12 languages

20+
years of industry experience

FireEye spends more than 1 million hours a year on the frontlines of cyber attacks.

DEFEEND

Innovative Technology

Frontline Human Expertise

Innovative Technology

600+ Cyber threat investigations*

300+ Red team engagements*

60K+ Hours of red team engagements*

1 million+ Unique malware samples per day*

150+ Malware traffic decryption/decoding scripts*

100+ Attack vectors decided

In 2017, FireEye was credited with discovering 32 of the 58 newsworthy zero-day attacks.

PROTECT

Threat groups

We map and continue to track nearly 600 million interconnections between threats, the actors and sponsors behind them, and their tactics, techniques and procedures. This deepens has enabled us to break thousands of threats at all levels, including real-time full-scale nation-state sponsored groups. In 2017 alone, we identified four new advanced persistent threat (APT) groups.
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32/58 Zero-day attacks

In 2017 FireEye was credited with discovering 32 of the 58 newsworthy zero-day attacks.

Defend. Innovate. Protect.

FireEye provides the best line of defense in cyber security. Learn more at www.fireeye.com
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*Data is from 2017